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The Standard Pilot Log (Black):
ASA-SP-30 (Standard Pilot
Logbooks)

The finest and most verstile logbooks for aviators. ASA's logbooks have been "The Standard" of the
industry for over 30 years and comply with the FAA's recordkeeping requirements. With so many
options, there is a logbook that's right for you. Versatile, easy-to-use and flexible enough to fit any
pilot's needs, student or ATP.
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This book works just fine, it is small enough to fit right in the kneeboard, however it seems that not
all the books of the same model are the same, it would be a good idea to have one picture of the
INSIDE of the book so that you can see how the pages are laid out before you buy it???

They changed this log from the previous logs, but didn't change the item number or indicate that
there are differences. If you make point to point flight there is room to insert two airports, but if you
make an intermediary stop or two, you will be challenged to squeeze those extra two stops into the
small space allocated. Also, there is half as much room for number of landings as the number of
instrument approaches. Room for notes is reduced also.

I bought these so my grandchildren could log their childhood flights. They are thrilled to have their
own "real" pilot log, and as they grow older they will be able to revisit these special events. For that

purpose ASA's log is fine. As a pilot, though, I prefer Jeppesen's basic "green page" log.

Been using this log book for 48 years and they have now significantly changed the format for the
first time. I like it the way it was, but I concede the changes do allow additional information (write
small!). I'll get used to it.

I bought this book for my Dad for Father's Day! He is a hobby plane flier and I wanted to get him
something to log all of his flights with his remote control planes - he loved it! This is a great and
perfect idea for remote control plane hobbyists! :)

The word "Standard" says it all. Nothing fancy, exactly what is needed to log flight times. Well made
hard back bound set of pages.

This is a good quality pilot logbook for tracking your flight time. It is all the average pilot
(non-commercial) needs.
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